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RPGSpeak
Character: A set of numbers created for the purpose of killing

Things: Sets of numbers created to be killed by characters.

Monster: A subset of Things that may occasionally kill charac-

ters in return, as determined by Dice (which see).

Character Creation System: There are two varieties. In Die-

Rolling Systems the player rolls dice until an acceptably

large set of values appears. Point-Allocation Systems save

time by permitting the player to make up the numbers.

Combat System: A method of dramatically postponing the kill-

Level: Method of counting Experience Points for those who
cannot cope with three-digit numbers.

NPC Class: A class (which see), forbidden to players, which is

so effective at killing things that all players immediately ac-

quire such characters.

Modifier: Any number which may be ignored.

Table: A graphic device consisting of a numbered list of vaguely

related words, intended to save time and enhance play by en-

suring that the same three goblins appear every fifteen



Now Available from Green Dragon Hobby:
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ADVENTURES $4.50
Ordeal By Eshaar
Action Aboard
Uraqyad’n of Seven Pillars

Legend of the Sky Raiders
Rescue on Galatea
Trail of the Sky Raiders
Fate of the Sky Raiders
The Harrensa Project

FAR TRAVELLER $3.00

Far Traveller #1 & #2

HIGH PASSAGE $3.00

High Passage #2
High Passage #3
High Passage #4
High Passage #5

SHIP PLANS $8.00

Adventure Class #1

Adventure Class #2
Merchant Class

Aslan Mercenary
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The New Call of Cthulhu Adventure
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Which Alien Is Dangerous?
The Aslan—a carnivore with a warrior culture?

The K'kree—a gregarious plant-eater?

The Vargr—a genetically engineered Terran wolf?

You've probably guessed this is a trick question, and you're

right: the K'kree is the dangerous one. But why?
Vargr are unpredictable, easily offended. Don't insult a Vargr,

his leader, or his species. But if you do get into a fight, the

Vargr is smaller and weaker than you are; if you watch out for

his teeth, you can probably beat him.

Aslan are trained fighters, deadly in combat. Their com-
plicated code of honor is easy to transgress. But Aslan respect

humans—they've lost too many wars not to. An Aslan will con-

sider you honorable enough to challenge you to a duel, and
Aslan duels are formal, ritualized, almost never fatal. You fight,

you lose; you have a scratch, and the Aslan is satisfied.

K'kree are very big and powerful, and they always travel in

groups. They don't like you: they can tell you're a meat-eater;

they can smell it on your breath. They're also very arrogant

and don't consider other races civilized. And K'kree in groups
are very aggressive. An Aslan fight ends in a gesture of sub-

mission; a K'kree fight ends when the loser runs away. Running

away is a good idea, if you can; better hope they don't chase
you very far.

The point of this is that Traveller aliens are not easily

described by a short tag or label. They're complex and
unique—just like humans are. Traveller aliens are carefully

worked out; they're full of surprises— but all the surprises make
sense. Even the Vargr are much more than just wolves on two

That's what Traveller Alien modules are for. Each one takes

a single race and covers it in the detail a truly alien species

requires: biology, history, culture, psychology, languages, and
more, plus a complete character generation system and adven-

tures designed to illuminate alien ways. A Traveller Alien module
lets you meet aliens as friends or enemies, and— for a real

roleplaying experience— play them.
Traveller Alien modules: Aslan, K'kree, and Vargr. $7 each.

NEW! Zhodani: This alien module proves that you don't have

to be non-human to be alien. The Zhodani are a strange branch

of Homo sapiens, with a culture based on extensive use of

psionic powers. The implications, as in all alien modules, are

not at all obvious, and are worked out in detail. $7.

Available at your local hobby shop or direct from GDW. IAdd
$1 for handling.) Send $ 1 for catalog.



The Animator and any number of players. The Animator takes the roles of Matthew “Flatfoot”

O’Rourke, a museum guard (seen earlier in the TOON Adventure The Better Housetrap); Grizelda

Henbane, a rather dotty witch; Grizelda's companions, a broom and a cat familiar; an Egyptian

mummy; and whatever other unlikely characters pop into the action.

Location
The Fenster J. Diddlebock Cultural Museum in The City. This is a small brick building with a

couple of stone lions out in front. (The lions can come to life, scream, and run away if something

frightening happens, but they shouldn’t become more than a throwaway joke.) The Museum has

four large rooms containing the exhibits described below. Each room is lit by a large skylight in the

daytime. At night, when this adventure takes place, each room is lit by one dim bulb on one wall.

The atmosphere in the Museum at night is eerie and frightening.

Situation
The characters are “Witchdusters,” licensed investigators and exterminators of occult goings-

on. Business has been bad lately, so they’re relieved to be called in to investigate some puzzling

happenings at the Museum: bizarre sounds, glimpses of strange creatures scuttling around comers,
and the like. The events are believed to be related to the current exhibition at the Museum of rare

magic and occult items. Late one night, after the Museum has closed, the characters go in to snoop

SECRET: The occult exhibit has attracted the notice ofan old witch named Grizelda Henbane.
She ’ll be the envy ofthe next Walpurgis Night party ifshe can only getsome ofthe magic items in the

Museum. She 's going to break in — yes, tonight. As it turns out, theplayer characters happen to be
just the vital ingredients she needs for her new Potion of Cringing Ugliness.



Object of the Adventure
Solve the mysterious trouble at the Museum and deal with Grizelda . . .

somehow. Avoid being turned into Ugliness Potion.

The Plot
Late one dark and stormy night the characters are let into the Museum by the

night watchman, Matthew “Flatfoot” O’Rourke. Use his character statistics

from The Better Housetrap in TOON. Matthew is skeptical of the occult —
“them durned super-national shenanigans” — so the players won’t get much
useful information out of him. After he lets the players in, he'll continue his

rounds of the rooms.

The Museum has different exhibits in each of its four rooms. The rooms are

arranged in a line, all connected by a long hallway running the length of the

Museum . This hallway is where the characters have entered (unless someone has

elected to crash through the roof or a wall); they can see two huge doorways to

their left and two down the hall to their right. Each room is also connected to the

ones on either side by big doorways.

In the hallway between each pair of room entrances is a medieval suit of ar-

mor. They 're standing upright, empty. Any character can put a suit on; if the

character is really small or large, just say the next suit down is equally small or
large. If the characters don’t wear the suits, use them to spook the players:

Every time the characters turn around and look back at the suits, the armor has

moved to some silly new position. But the suits will never attack the characters;

they’re shy. If the characters attack the suits, the armor will simply clatter to the

ground. (Of course, if you want to have the suits Fight back, go ahead! Then
their Fight Skill is 9.)

A Brief Tour
Room contents, reading from left to right:

1) Egyptian room. Lots of ancient Egyptian sarcophagi, scarabs, slabs of

hieroglyphics, models of the Pyramids and the Sphinx, and so on. One closed

sarcophagus has a genuine ancient mummy all wrapped in bandages.

2) Statues. Stone statues of Greek gods, headless women, horses, maybe a

dragon, Samson, a Gorgon, other mythological creatures. Remember how scary

these all can look in the dim light.

3) Paintings. All sorts of old masterpieces. Portraits of famous people like

George Washington, the Mona Lisa, Nero with fiddle (and matches), Teddy
Roosevelt and tiger, Gainsborough’s Blue Boy, an Indian chieftain with head-
dress (this could turn out to be an eagle, or even sillier), the Charge of the Light

Brigade, anything you want.

4) Magic exhibition. Here are lots of arcane items, ancient texts in unreadable

scripts, voodoo dolls, talismans, amulets, flasks and wands and rings, and like

that . The centerpiece of the exhibit is a genuine witch’s cauldron, a huge iron pot

in the center of the room with wood and kindling stacked beneath it.

Grizelda Henbane
Description: A wrinkled old snaggle-

toothed witch with a pointy black hat, a

dirty black gown, and a mean black heart.

Beliefs & Goals: Ugliness is beauti-

ful. I love being evil. It’s fun making peo-
ple and animals into potions. Purloin any
magic items I can find. Hypnotize things.

Cackle.

Note: Grizelda can cast lightning bolts

from her fingers (Fire Gun roll, 1 die of
damage). She has supematurally high
resistance to Fast-Talk, higher than play-

ers ever get.

Hit Points: 1

1

Muscle: 3

Break Down Door: 3

Climb: 3

Fight: 8

Pick Up Heavy Thing: 4
Throw: 5

Zip: 4

Dodge: 8

Drive Vehicle: 4

Ride: 9
Run: 4

Smarts: 5

Hide/Spot Hidden: 7

Identify Dangerous Thing: 5

Read: 5

Resist Fast-Talk: 11 (!)

See/Hear/Smell: 8

Set /Disarm Trap: 5

Track/Cover Tracks: 8

Chutzpah: 4
Fast-Talk: 4
Pass/Detect Shoddy Goods: 4
Sleight of Hand: 8

Sneak: 4

Shticks

Bag (Hat) of Many Things:

Hypnosis: 7





Any Wizard of Oz fan who spills water on the witch is in for a surprise: She

doesn’t melt, but absorbs the water like a sponge and grows to gigantic size!

She'll remain at the larger size for as long as it’s funny, then dry out and return

to what passes for normal.

Gnzelda’s Broom

The Big Finish Description: A broom.

The players will have to dispose ofGrizelda somehow. They ’ll probably think Hit Points-

7

of all kinds of ways to make her Fall Down, but if they need some help, have the phe broom has the same attributes and
exhibit include an ancient magical tome with instructions on how to dispel a skills as Grizelda, but instead of her

witch. The accepted method involves a bell, a book, and a candle; this being a shticks, it has the Flight shtick at 10.

cartoon, loose equivalents can be substituted (doorbell, comic book, cigarette

lighter). The idea is to ring the bell, light the candle, and read aloud from the

book, thereby destroying the witch’s magic —but this is TOON, so be ready for The Mdsic 11CTllS
anything. ("I’m using the candle to ignite the book and heating the bell in its

°
flames. Does it work?”) The exhibition of occult paraphernalia

If the players manage somehow or other to follow through with this proce- includes the following items, along with

dure, Grizelda Henbane will tum into a tiny little female version of Graymalkin. whatever else the Animator wants to put

The erstwhile familiar will take one look at the erstwhile Grizelda, fall madly in in:

love, chase her around the Museum, and both will Teleport away in a grand Wand of Animation: Wave this wand
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an QGRE^and G.E.U.®
EXPANSION SET

LASERS, NJKES AMD OGRES . . .

The latest supplement for both Ogre and
G.E.V. has a 13” x 14V2 ” map that fits on
any side of the G.E.V. map; 224 counters

for a variety of new counters; and twelve

scenarios.

Available at hobby shops everywhere
or by mail ($4.95 plus 55<P postage) from

STEVE JACKSON GAMES
BOX 1 B057-T AUSTIN, TEXAS 7B7BO

Shockwave is a Trademark of Steve Jackson Games Incorporated. Ogre, G.E.V., and the distinctive likeness of the Ogre are

registered trademarks of Steve Jackson Games Incorporated. All rights reserved.



New Cards for
Nuclear Escalation

by Richard M. Heli
Illustrations by Dan Willems

Those of you who bought Nuclear War or Nuclear Escalation (so you could always go first, right?) may
have wondered what to do with those blank cards. Well, here are some suggestions that will further the

madness. Note that you must have Nuclear Escalation to use most of these cards.

Thanks to Conflict Simulations at the University of California at Davis for playtesting these cards.
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The Fast, Exciting, New PBM Game
Of Intrigue And Strategic Conflict

Now you can become the absolute master of one of Earth’s

most powerful secret organizations. Your agents eagerly await
your orders. Your mission is nothing less than Total World
Domination!

JOIN THE PBM CONSPIRACY
Twenty-four players per game

No turn deadline, no missed turns

24-hour turnaround guaranteed

Completely computer-moderated
Professional management

venture Systems
P.O. Box 22305-F
Houston, TX 77227



Adding
Life

to the

Undead
in

AD&J)

by Russell Grant Collins

and Daniel Schabilion



Qamelords, Ltd. I

18616 Grosbeak Terrace
Gaithersburg, MD 20879



And a Card Shall Pierce Your Heart

A Simple
Critical Hit System

^ for Any RPG

by Tom Riley



REQUIRING STR 12 I) WEAPON TYPE - CRUSHING
WEAPON.

\MAGE - '/4 CON MINIMUM DAMAGE - 5 HIT!
! VICTIM. CONCUSSION.
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Where We’re Going

by Steve Jackson
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SCANNER
TSR Sale Pending

:

A Beverly Hills investment group has filed not describe. He did not identify the groups in- fact is that K





STRIKES AGAIN
Four new adventures for TOON,
The Cartoon Roleplaying Game!

Fast Food Fracas

Beach Nuts, or. No Sense Atoll

Fangs For The Memories

Mars Needs Creampuffs
'"

1
"
\\*

Life is too important to take seriously

so get in TOON!

Available from your hobby store, or send $4.95 plus 55C postage and handling to

STEVE JACKSON GAMES
BOX 1 B957-T, AUSTIN. TX VBVGO TfSL

is a trademark
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